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Editor’s Notes
Congratulations and a huge thankyou to all Melburnians who have shuttered themselves so well and endured one of the most severe lockdowns in the world to make the pandemic virus less of a threat to all in
Australia. They’ve done a mighty job. Here in the regions we avoided tough directives like the five-kilometre
limit from home, the curfew and only one hour for outdoor activity. Melburnians and all Victorians’ sacrifice
has worked, and we now face brighter, warmer, and less locked down times ahead unlike many other countries in the world suffering second and third waves of this hideous virus. Mercifully, the distant noise of children playing in the schoolyard now drifts across to backyards near Portarlington’s primary school, a sound
which heralds some return to more normal, happier times.
Congratulations and a huge thankyou are also due to the Thursday Night Writing Group members at our
Neighbourhood House who generously and unstintingly submit work for publication in The Portal. Without
their support our magazine would not exist. Given that writers reflect their world and do so often in isolation until sharing their work, several pieces in this issue necessarily deal with COVID 19 and its aftermath.
Other prompts used by our group may also reveal themselves in this Issue No. 15. We hope you enjoy it.
We certainly enjoy producing it for your edification and entertainment.

Bored
Sue Jager

Bracing myself while still in bed, I imagine
Ordering breakfast and having it served.
Resisting the morning, the call to get up
Expecting nothing from the day, the breakfast does not come

Doomed, another day in lockdown. Why bother?
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Bucket List
Eileen Jenkins
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Heaven for me is a pool or a sea in which to swim. On the pier I was in heaven as I ambled along for exercise
during lockdown. Pilates was curtailed so I walked as allowed.
I watched two men preparing their boat for their own escape from COVID-19 monotony. Wearing light
clothing and caps, one of which had Skipper emblazoned across it, they tried to look the part of experienced
sailors. Neither of them wore buoyancy vests and their boat was a tiny tinny. Skipper attempted to start the
outboard, but the resulting spluttering seemed to affect his lungs. A prolonged coughing fit was followed by
a short respite and a smoke. Eventually he succeeded.
‘Anchors aweigh !’ he cried as the mooring rope was loosened. Off they went in spite of the poor forecast,
heading south even as white caps appeared on the bay. Waves became swells. Dark clouds scooted overhead. Turning to come back, their engine cut out. The tinny was tossed and tipped. It listed. Filling with water, it capsized with both men thrown overboard. I reached for my phone, dialing triple zero.
‘Which service do you require?’ asked a calm voice.
‘I want a life boat ... and an ambulance,’ I pleaded.
‘Where are you?’
‘I’m on the pier ’
‘Which pier is that?’
‘St Leonards, the err…ink-stained one,' I said, fumbling for words.
‘We’ll be with you shortly...stay on the phone and keep calm.’
‘Keep calm! How can I keep calm with people drowning? ’
This wasn’t quite true as the men had clambered aboard the upturned boat which was bouncing around like
a sock in a washing machine. A local fisherman was already heading out towards them when, to my relief, I
heard the wail of a police car. As the police and ambulance arrived, the rescuer was urging the men to climb
into his boat.
We few bystanders clung like limpets to the pier’s rail as the rescuer’s boat reached the iron ladder. A
policeman approached.
‘You know you shouldn’t be so close ... Asking for trouble! Separate!’ he shouted.
We concentrated on the raised voices from the ladder below.
‘Don’t you ever ask me to go fishing with you again,’ barked one.
‘Don’t you ever persuade me to buy a boat again,’ retorted the skipper.
‘It was a bargain though wasn’t it?’
‘I was warned against Gumtree ... should’ve listened.’
‘Still ... it was on our list ... we had to have a go didn’t we?’
We could hear dentures clacking as they shivered past us. I almost felt sorry for them. They gazed miserably
at the space once occupied by the little boat.
‘There goes ‘Bucket’,’ sighed Skipper before being helped into the ambulance by the paramedics.
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Paid in Full
Eileen Jenkins

Faulkner Square Liverpool

It was another dark evening in Liverpool, England. A street lamp shone through the rain. Drops became
glistening needles slewing across the road. Drawing up at the kerb an expensive car, window-wipers slapping furiously, came to a halt. The driver’s door opened and a tall, young man stepped onto the road. He
gazed at the houses on the opposite side before crossing. He was looking for number twenty-three.
The house was one in a row of Victorian terraces and was fronted by a small, railed area serving as a
garden. Passing the small iron gate, he stood under the porch-roof and pulled up his collar, hesitating before knocking. The lunette window above the door lit up as he listened to the slow approach of someone
within. Then the door opened revealing the silhouette of an elderly man leaning on a walking stick.
‘Yes?’ inquired the old man.
‘Hi, my name is Vernon Macey and I’ve come to pay a debt,’ said the stranger cheerfully.
‘But I’m not owed anything, nor do I owe anyone anything,’ said the old man about to close the door.
‘Are you Mr. Edwin Green?’ asked Vernon quickly.
The old man looked puzzled. The stranger spoke with an American accent and was expensively dressed.
‘Do I know you?’
‘Not yet. It’s a long story and it’s a bit wet out here. May I come inside? I have a letter for you.’ Vernon
took an envelope from his breast pocket. He handed it to Green who stood back examining it. Deciding
that the American was of no threat, he beckoned him into the
hall before leading him to a cosy room at the back of the
house. He invited Vernon to sit in front of the open fire before
settling heavily into the armchair opposite.
‘Hi, my name is Vernon Macey
‘So what’s this all about Mr. Macey?’ he asked.
and I’ve come to pay a debt,’
‘Vern please,’ said the American. Green nodded. The letter
lay unopened on his side table.
Vern began... ‘Many years ago your grandfather Albert Green served on the Titanic?’
Green interrupted - ‘Yes, he did. He was only twenty years old when she went down.’ He leaned back in his
chair and sighed as Vern continued,
‘I’m here to tell you what happened ... it concerns you.’
Green leaned forward to hear better. ‘Go on,’ he said.
‘On that night, my great-grandparents, Olive and Joseph Macey, were in the first class dining room when
they felt the lurch of the ship. Under instructions, Joseph escorted Olive to a lifeboat station and after seeing her aboard a full boat of women and children, he was attempting to help the young crewman in charge
of it when a woman with a little girl ran across the deck begging to be allowed on the boat. The crewman
watched helplessly from the boat below as the woman reached out, scrambling for the davit cables lowering it. Joseph took her child and dropped her gently into the arms of the waiting crewman below, but the
woman became hysterical at being separated. The crewman passed the child to a woman in the boat and
began to climb the cables back up to the deck. There was no way the boat could be raised back up you
see ... it was too full. Once back on deck, he asked Joseph if he could row. On hearing an affirmative he told
him to climb down the davit cable into the boat and persuaded the sobbing woman to follow. Slowly and
with much difficulty they achieved the descent and the woman was reunited with her child.
The crewman, still on the deck of the tilting Titanic, shouted to Joseph to row quickly away from the ship
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Paid in Full - page 2
and wait at some distance, and he would bring the next lifeboat out. Of course by then the ship was listing
too badly for any further boats to be launched.’ Green was listening intently.
’We don’t know what happened to my grandfather,’ he murmured softly.
‘I know,’ said Vern, ‘but he’s the crewman who made a place for the woman and child while saving my
great-grandfather Joseph at the same time.’
‘How do you know this crewman was my grandfather?’ asked Green.
‘Because Olive and Joseph never forgot his bravery! They made every effort to trace him. They got names
and addresses from the shipping lists of crew survivors and began a search. Olive knew his Christian name
was Albert so it was only a matter of elimination. She wrote him this letter and passed it on to my grandfather with a wish that he continue the search. He failed to find him as did my father. We had a name but no
address. I was able to trace you through the Liverpudlian Electoral roll addresses for all the Albert Greens.
You are the seventy-third Green I’ve followed. None of the others had anything to do with the Titanic. I
know it’s you.’ Vern paused and looking at the letter whispered, ‘We’ve always longed to know what she
said ... won’t you open it?’ Green took the yellowed envelope and tore it open. He read out the following.

Macey’s Department Store
New York
United States of America.
15.6. 1922
Dear Mr. Green
We have always wanted to thank you for being our saviour on the night of
the sinking of the Titanic, but we were never able to find you. We have passed this
task on to our children as we know that even if you did not survive, you had a child
and a wife living in Liverpool.
As for ourselves we do not have many years left and our energy is not what it
once was. So please accept this cheque for $20,000, a small gift in comparison to the
large part you played in saving our lives. It will help your family in the future.
Yours sincerely,
Olive Macey

‘I’m sorry Albert didn’t survive,’ said Vern softly.
‘Unfortunately not. But my grandmother didn’t grieve for too long, she was pregnant when Albert left
Liverpool on the Titanic. Her baby (my father) was the saving of her. She adored him. He married and I was
born in 1942 ... My son has a daughter about to go to college and this cheque would be of great help ... and
after such a long search by your family it would be churlish not to accept it. I can’t tell you how much it will
mean ... so I’d like to thank you and all your family, past and present, for your kindness ... and please call me
Edwin.’
‘It was our pleasure,’ said Vern. He was silent for a moment. Then nodding towards the cheque he said,
‘I’ll need to replace that with an up-to-date amount if I’m to keep my promise to my family. Perhaps we
might keep in touch?’
‘I’d like that,’ replied Edwin taking hold of the hand offered in friendship. Vern waved to Edwin before
driving off. He felt elated at having paid the debt at last.
The rain had stopped and the clouds had parted. Reflections of the moon shimmered in the roadside
puddles as the car pulled away.
*The owners of ‘Macey’s’- the famous New York department store did not survive the sinking. This story is what might have been.
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The
Debt
Sue Jager
Illustration: Sue Jager

Josie loved buying new things. It lifted her mood
enormously. New clothes, shoes, furniture, garden
plants, rugs, sheets, blankets. She could not resist
the excitement of new stuff. Josie did not like to pay,
so credit cards and ‘pay later’ services drew her in.
She borrowed from family and friends regularly and
even sold stuff on eBay, so that the money circulated
around. Her home was full of the latest goods, many
still in the wrapping. Storage was a problem and she
rented a locker nearby, so that surplus items could
be housed there.
Josie was a bright and cheerful person with a wide
range of interests. These interests required essential
equipment to be fruitful. She had painting gear and
papers, pencils, oil paints, pastels, framing gear, art
books, and berets. She had different bikes for different terrains and all the riding clothes that went with
each. She had a kayak, assorted wetsuits, bathers,
masks, flippers, camping gear, the lot.
For years, these habits went along silently and
people just politely accepted that Josie was well
equipped for any situation. People admired her energy for these pursuits and she was great fun to go
shopping with. It’s hard to be specific about when
the situation became a problem. Josie never identified any issues of concern, but when she invited her
great friend from interstate to stay over, things became a bit scary for Maisie. Firstly, there was only a
tiny piece of couch near the front door to sit on. This
couch doubled as a chaise where Maisie was to
sleep, after all the parcels were swept to the corner
and stacked. There was a clear goat track to the
bathroom. Maisie was a seasoned camper who had
stayed in some confronting places, but was a bit apprehensive when evening fell. Enclosed within the
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house, she wondered if she would ever emerge
again.
In the middle of the night there was a hiss and as
she turned on her headlight torch, Maisie saw
smoke coming from the corner behind the boxes. ‘Fire, Fire!’ she yelled, bursting out of bed and
shouting up the stairs. They both rushed outside
and the fire brigade was called. The fire was actually
an automated air freshener that was concealed on a
shelf. It was programmed to diffuse every half hour.
It took the firemen three hours to locate it in the
crowded room and it was while they were emptying
surplus gear onto the lawn, and the sun was rising,
that the full dimensions of the problem were revealed. They also found a huge pile of unpaid bills
and final notices under the toaster. They correctly
identified this as a potential fire hazard.
A huge crowd of friends and acquaintances had
gathered by now as the incident had been posted
on Facebook. Confronted by the enormous pile of
goods, Josie promised to seek help and counselling.
Friends rallied and gathered the bulk of her surplus
possessions, ready for a giant garage sale. Maisie
even offered to help sort out Josie’s finances. They
all felt a bit guilty that this issue had gone unchallenged and that some of them had even encouraged Josie’s unbridled shopping. Clearly it was their
role as caring friends to step in and save the day
and Josie.
It was all going so well. Josie felt great and a heavy
weight was lifted from her shoulders. Her home was
tidy and spacious, her wardrobes sorted and
cleared, all ready for a fresh new look.
She could think freely again and felt that compelling urge to head out to the shops.

A Paw Maiden Tail
Jenny Macaulay
The voice through the speaker said to leave the car
at the gate and walk up the driveway. We could
hear dogs yapping but the pens on our left were
empty with tendrils of kikuyu weaving their way up
the cyclone fencing. Wooden supports had long
since lost their strength and were crumpled beneath the corrugated water-tank that lay thirstily on
its side.
A white ute was parked near the front door of a
house that seemed to disappear down the slope
behind. Two pups bounced exuberantly on their
hind legs, their forelegs pawing the wire of their pen
which extended from near the door to somewhere
around the corner of the house. They were beautiful. Just what we were looking for.
The door opened.
‘Wait here. I’ll go get her.’ We knew from the
phone conversation that Molly wasn’t a pup, but I
think we both secretly hoped that one of these may
have been her. When the door opened again, the
man pulled the lead around from behind him to present a tiny, quivering dog with her tail firmly tucked
between her legs. The elongated nipples on her sagging milk-sacks indicated that she’d been feeding up
until very recently.

We removed our COVID masks. We took her lead
and walked her around the paddock between the
gum trees, their peeled bark scattered untidily between clumps of dry grass, while Molly continually
looked back at the man standing at the door. We
stopped and patted her, talked to her constantly…
hello Molly-girl…hello Molly-girl…and she rolled onto her back exposing her loose undercarriage.
She was to be de-sexed by the breeder’s vet the
following Friday and we could pick her up a few
days after that. We paid the deposit.
We wonder at the ‘clump…clump’ sound and discover Molly at the top of the stairs with her lead
trailing behind her. She’s decided she wants another walk and has collected it from near the front
door. This will be walk number four for the day. And
do we allow our lives to be ruled by this tiny little
bundle of attitude? Yes! Will she be allowed to sleep
on the bed? Most definitely not! Does she? Yes!
And when we say…hello Molly-girl…hello Mollygirl…her tail wags with delight.

Photo: ‘Molly’, Jenny Macaulay
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Saved
Beryl Stott

Becky handed her luggage to the guide and chose a

did see a wild dingo looking curiously at them from
the side of the road.
seat near the front. She knew from past experience
The stop at night was a little more rustic than
this was the only way to keep her dreaded motionBecky
had anticipated. She looked apprehensively
sickness under control. The air conditioning hit the
at her ‘room’, literally a platform enclosed in flywire
heat and perspiration on her skin and she welwith a camp bed in the centre, but she realised it
comed the shiver it sent through her. A mixture of
was designed to catch every single breeze which
different languages floated around the little bus,
would flow through unimand apart from the Auspeded. She searched in
sies, there were two girls
vain for the non-existent
from England, a couple of
Australians
grow
up
with
it,.
Whether
lock on the door. Sleep
guys she thought would
being near the sea, dams in the country,
eluded her for some time
be German, the obligatoor
baths
in
the
city,
they
are
taught
from
as she was forever
ry Americans and two
a young age how to master that amorphous,
dragged back to conyoung Chinese men.
transparent,
glittery
phantom.
sciousness by a foreign
Gathered together from
squeal or squawk, not to
all over the world they
mention the rustling of
were embarking on ‘Billy
the
Aussie
tropical
forest.
Can Tours’ which promised an ‘authentic’ Aussie
After lunch the next day the guide informed them
camp-out in Kakadu National Park.
they were going to follow a small stream into a waBecky was excited to see the Chinese as she had
terhole where they could all have a swim. Much
mastered just enough Mandarin to carry on a small
conversation about the weather, and was very keen excitement and a cacophony of mixed languages
ensued as he pointed out a couple of large water
to find out if they understood her. They spoke
halting English however, and all laughed together at monitors sunning themselves on rocks on the way
in. All were totally thrilled to see some real wildlife.
her effort. At least it broke the ice and started a bit
The waterhole was deep and cool, so inviting
of a friendship.
after
the unrelenting heat which enveloped them
The Americans she mentally anointed ‘He-man’
the moment they left the bus. Overhanging vegetaand ‘Loud & Proud’. L&P was certainly not reticent
tion was broken here and there with sunlight
in gilding the lily for experiences she could retell at
slanting down in shafts into the water. At the far
home and persisted in trying to convince the guide
end of the pool, the river they had followed in
she had just seen a ‘big red’ kangaroo. He assured
rushed over the rocks and fed a small waterfall deher twice it was not their habitat and only wallabies
fining the far bank where the guide pointed out anlived around the Northern Territory, but she insistother water monitor sitting on a rock. Everyone
ed it was at least six feet tall. As compensation they
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Saved - page 2
swam across to have a look. Tourists goggling at it
him on a rock close to the water monitor, she frogmust have been a common occurrence as it didn’t
kicked off for another swim.
move, just sat looking at everyone.
Some time later when she looked to see if he
Becky watched it, treading water and noting its
wanted to return to the bank, she was horrified to
bumpy skin and bulging eyes. Then, as she swam
see him floating face down in the water, neither
away from the crowd she noticed the Chinese man
splashing, nor going under, just lying flat with his
sitting on a huge rock at the entrance to the pool.
arms outstretched. He must have thought if they
She realised he couldn’t swim
had walked to the rock, he
and felt sorry for him, decidcould just walk back.
ing she would help him over
Time stood still as Becky
The water had turned to molasses.
to look so he wouldn’t miss
struck out strongly. The water
out. She managed to convey
had turned to molasses. With
to him that they would walk around the outskirts of a racing heart, she swam, but didn’t seem to be
the pool, with him walking in the shallower water
getting any closer. Fear lurched through her stomwhich was up to his neck. She swam in the deeper
ach. Why wasn’t he lifting his head to take a breath?
water beside him holding his arm and him upright,
How long had he been under? Why didn’t any-one
showing him how to swish his hand back in the wa- else see him? After what seemed like forever she
ter to propel himself forward. He didn’t seem to
reached him and grabbed his hair, pulling his face
catch the idea and she realised he had probably
up, praying he would breathe. He seemed to spring
never been in deep water all his life, whereas Austo life and flung his head back taking a huge gasp of
tralians grow up with it. Whether being near the
air and dragging a noisy wave of water up with him.
sea, dams in the country, or baths in the city, they
Eyes wide with fear, he looked at Becky and in a
are taught from a young age how to master that
shrill voice cried out, ‘I see my ancestor!’
amorphous, transparent, glittery phantom. Propping

Gratitude
Julie Walker

I was adrift until you found me
I was afraid until you showed me courage
My mind was cloudy, yours open

My dreams were shattered, yours clear
Damaged, you could repair
Desperate, you gave hope
You noticed what I ignored
You mended what I neglected
I was falling until you caught me
I was lost until you saved me
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Music, Music, Music...
Diane Kolomeitz

particular elements of madness ahead. We had travBack in the year 2000, my husband, daughter
elled from Brisbane with another old college friend and I were invited to a pagan wedding. It was the
who incidentally had a farm outside Nimbin for
wedding of the daughter of an old college friend of
many years - and her daughter, who is the same age
mine, and was being held in the northern NSW hinterland. The venue was the Kohinur Community Hall as mine. The invitation had told us to dress in appropriate style for a pagan wedding, so we were
near Main Arm, on the meandering reaches of the
arrayed in the fancy dress of hippiedom and sorBrunswick River. It was a twenty-minute drive into
cery. Both girls, then at University, were fairies, rethe hills from Mullumbimby, where we booked a
motel room for the night. We weren’t driving, thank splendent in floral head wreaths, glittery face paint
goodness, as the thoughtful groom had booked two and wings. The bus collected us early, and we had
packed plenty of champagne and beer for the ‘long’
minibuses that ferried guests from their motels to
trip to Main Arm. It was a
the hall.
beautiful sunny day, and
Now, those of you who
excitement and the heat of
have heard of Mullumbimby
After what seemed like at least an
the day had built up a thirst
know it is often linked with
hour’s wait, the candles and petals
in us all. Consequently,
the word ‘Madness’, which
began floating out of sight and the
when we arrived, we found
in retrospect should have
harpist played on, and on, and on ...
a table under a tree, drank
been an omen of things to
the remainder of the
come at this particular wedchamps and accepted some
ding. For those who don’t,
type of cocktail served by
what follows is a quick extwo bright blue Smurfs who were running the bar.
planation. ‘Mullumbimby Madness’ is a marihuana
After other cars and busloads disgorged a variety of
plant. It initially arrived in Northern NSW as seeds
with the hippies coming to attend the Nimbin Aquar- medieval and mystical wedding guests, everyone
ius Festival during 1973, and proceeded to ‘blow the went to stand beside the river, with its floating petals and candles, for the ceremony. There was a
heads off’ whoever smoked it for a number of years
on. This strain of weed, originally from Thailand, was harpist seated on the riverbank, and she started
playing her repertoire as soon as a decent crowd
transplanted to Main Arm where it grew rampantly
(as weeds do) in giant proportions, sometimes up to had gathered. Inside a circle of herbs strewn on the
ground, the pagan priestess was dressed in a long
eight metres in height.
purple gown with matching velvet cloak, and her
We knew this would be a fairly alternative wedding, being a pagan ceremony, but there were many hair was black and purple. The groom, a stunt man
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Music, Music, Music...- page 2
at Movie World on the Gold Coast, waited patiently
perhaps because he is not only charming, but he
in his billowing pirate shirt, tight pants and kneecomposes music and writes poetry professing his
high boots.
undying love - for each and every one of them.
After what seemed like at least an hour’s wait,
When it was time for the speeches, the bride’s fathe candles and petals began floating out of sight
ther aka Henry, not only spoke lovingly of his daughand the harpist played on, and on, and on … Eventu- ter, but told a lot of risqué jokes and insisted to the
ally, some ‘winged messenger’ was dispatched to
audience that her mother (his first wife, who was
where the bride and her father were conducting
sitting near us) still secretly lusted after him. At that
their pre-wedding father and daughter business,
stage his daughter produced a riding crop and
only to arrive back saying the two had thought the
whipped him, much to everyone’s delight, including
wedding was an hour later, but were now on their
his. He finished his stage ‘performance’ when someway! Some guests, who had wandered away to
one passed him a guitar and he sang his signature
nearby cars to listen to the great Kieran Perkins and tune, ‘The Arukun Blues’ accompanied by much rauGrant Hackett Sydney 1500m swim challenge, were
cous singing from the floor, as most of us had heard
reluctant to wander back. They only did so just after it many times before.
Hackett ‘dethroned’ Perkins, and the bride simultaTime passed in a pleasant haze and eventually
neously appeared on the path down the hill to the
the four of us decided it was time to take the shuttle
river. Despite the delay, it was a beautiful ceremobus back. We had to extricate my female friend, the
ny, where all negative thoughts were swept out of
fifth of our party, though. When located, she and
the herbal circle with a wicker broom and the
the father-of-the-bride were drinking champagne
groom carried the bride inside the circle, which was straight from the bottle ‘just for old time’s sake’,
then, according to the ‘high priestess’, only full of
and scarily (probably because she was one of his
positivity.
string of ex-lovers), she
In the manner of Hyainsisted on farewelling
Drinks flowed, various folk musicians
cinth Bucket, we all reguests at the door, just as
who were friends of the wedded couple
paired to the finger food
if she was the mother-ofplayed an assortment of musical
buffet on the lawn for rithe-bride and hostess.
instruments, a magician moved
parian delights, before the
When finally, we managed
around the tables doing card tricks,
main event inside. These
to get her on the bus, she
and all was a merry buzz.
delights consisted of more
stated that no-one at the
cocktails, huge platters of
wedding sang like she
oysters and prawns,
could (thankfully!). DeterFrench sticks, what
mined to prove this, she
seemed to be tobacco ‘sticks’, and strangely for that jumped up, and started to sing, ‘Put another nickel
time of day, brownies. I supposed that they were for in, in the nickelodeon, all I want is lovin’ you and muthe older country ladies who may have fancied a
sic, music, music’. This was punctuated by high leg
cup of tea by then, but everyone seemed to have
kicks in the aisle that managed to knock over the
one when they were offered, so we did too. Inside,
waste bins full of empty drink receptacles and conthe tables were decorated with a profusion of local
sequently annoy the driver. When he told us to ‘sit
wildflowers and we enjoyed a real country feast be- her down and shut her up’, she blamed her behavfore the speeches and cake. Drinks flowed, various
iour on the diesel fumes from his bus, fumes that
folk musicians who were friends of the wedded cou- were ‘infiltrating her brain and making her do crazy
ple played an assortment of musical instruments, a
things’.
magician moved around the tables doing card tricks,
When, finally, we settled into our adjoining moand all was a merry buzz. It started to seem just like tel rooms ready for a soothing cup of tea, I then had
a medieval court, especially in light of the bride’s
to deal with the aftermath of her celebrations. Just
father, who was dressed as Henry VIII.
as I was about to get into bed, her daughter
This costume was particularly appropriate, as he
knocked on our door and beseeched, ‘Please, guys,
had already been married twice and was to be mar- come help me … can you control mum? I can’t do a
ried another two times. That does not account for
thing with her’. After a lot of negotiation next door
the various lovers he had taken (and probably conabout getting to bed, at last, the strains of ‘Music,
tinues to take) in between, or on some occasions, at Music, Music’ were muffled by the bedclothes and
the same time as his wives! An incorrigible rogue,
my songstress friend appeared to drift off to sleep,
he remains surprisingly attractive to women. This is
or as it’s commonly known, to pass out.
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Happy Birthday to You
Annie Moller
‘Happy Birthday to you
Happy birthday to you...’
This is how I wash my hands, in my flannelette
spaceman pyjamas, standing on my stool. I sing as I
make soapsuds. Mum says there are new rules that
everyone must follow, even if you are only six years
old. She says new germs are flying around, but I
can’t see them… they might look a little like Captain
Planet…
It is the same, but different.
Breakfast looks the same. The kettle whistles and I
answer back with a ‘Hoot, Hoot’. I am the train on
the track! I push my vegemite toast around the plate
on an invisible trainline, wishing it was jam. Mum
and Dad don’t talk of the jobs for the day, but talk
No one takes a jot of notice as I slowly slide the
about Cupboard 19, of money disappearing from
backdoor open and tiptoe across the deck. The grass
The Account, and how we need to look after Grandis wet and my pyjama legs are damp, but I like the
ma. Mum sits at the end of the table in her dressing
flap, flap on my legs, as I do a quick run around the
gown chewing a nail and fiddling with a teaspoon.
lawn. The backyard looks just as usual, the chooks
She doesn’t look happy.
are pecking around under the bushes, the bees are
I miss Grandma, I miss her hugs, her big bosom,
busy around the hive, and the white moths are
her muffins and her beach adventures. Grandma
loves to play with me in the bush, behind the ocean, eating holes in the cabbage leaves. I stop to hit the
bin with a stick, clang, clang. No calling from the
where she is a queen sitting on the top of a dune,
house to ask me to stop disturbing the neighbours.
fanning her face with the royal
Then I am running up and
fan. My job is to be a brave
down the chook house ratchknight who rides a stick horse
Mum says there are new rules
etting the stick along the chickand protects her from any lizards
that everyone must follow,
en wire, causing the chooks to
or wizards that would dare to
even if you are only six years old.
squawk and fluff their feathers.
invade our kingdom.
Looking back towards the
I miss Grandma.
house. Still no response.
I slide off my chair and lie unSee what I mean? Same, but different.
der the table with my eyes closed. This is a safe
But today is different! We are going into town! We
spot, like a cubbyhouse. The tablecloth hangs down
are
dressing up with superhero masks! Going into
like curtains and when I open one eye, all I can see
of my parents are the velour dressing gown and slip- town means walking past the playground, through
the park, listening to the cockatoos squawking, maypers on Mum and Dad’s hairy legs, ending in his
be seeing my best friend, Eddie!
beach thongs. See, things are not normal. This is a
I pedal my trike, screwing up my face up the hill
school and work day, so why are we all still just
and
take my feet from the pedals as the hill takes us
sitting here?
around
to a view of the park and our beach. I can
‘Everyone needs to be quiet, I am going to Zoom’,
hear the rigging on the fishing boats clanking and
says Dad, in his official work voice. I know all about
zooming. I can zoom on my bike, when there is a hill the lapping of the water around the boat hulls, as
they rock, idly at anchor. Where are the dogs doing
and we zoomed in the car visiting Grandma’s house
joyous doggy jumps, running like the fastest dog in
last Christmas. Zooming sounds important so I hold
the world and snuffling for treasure on the beach?
off pulling on his leg hair and crawl out.
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But, as we emerge from the cypress trees, here is
my playground! It is decorated in lots of red and
white ribbons! They flip and flop in the wind, making
whistling sounds. I make happy train noises, leap
from my bike in response and plan to run fast, fast,
like the wind, to the swings. But Mum holds my
shoulder and shakes her head. The decorations
must be for somebody else’s birthday. Where are
the party people? They must be playing hide and
seek…I wonder if Eddie is hiding?
The path winds down to the town and to the supermarket. Mum walks slowly and even I dawdle on
my bike. I feel like the slowest train now, grumbling
along the tracks.
The supermarket doors open with a slow whoosh
and guess what? Everyone is playing a game! There
is a new man in a uniform, who leans down and
offers to wipe down my bike. I know about space
dust and I nod my head. My trike smells strange
now, but you cannot be too careful with cosmic
dust.
Everyone is wearing superhero masks!
Everyone has A MAGIC forcefield around them!

My rocket ship bike flies fast, fast, but careful,
careful, down the canyons, leaning into the corners,
stopping only to put a loaf of bread in my rear basket. The canyons are very empty and this is the last
loaf. The old ladies weave around me, to avoid the
deadly rays emitting from my bike bell. I can only
see their eyes, and they look away quickly, when I
stare or smile.
I always look forward to the checkout, with the
girl usually asking me when my train is leaving or
admiring the paint job on my trike. They always reply to my ‘Hoot, hoot’ with a giggly ‘Hoot, hoot’ in
reply. Today though, they are in their own space
capsule and are very seriously instructing us to stand
on the green planets marked on the floor.
I ride my trike out through the exit doors, which
whoosh again, closing the doors on the game.
I think a lot and very hard about all of this, but it
hurts my head.
Just the same, but different, I conclude.

COVID
Jenny Macaulay

Counting the numbers
Of new Infections

Validating lockdown
In our world of
Deadly disease

Impenetrable
My bubble of self-resource
Begins to dissolve
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Faith Proven
Ruth Wachtel
I had a weird day at work today. The main comput-

ly, walking by my side. Her name was emblazoned
on the card alongside information about her role as
er froze again and the boss said to get a ‘real’ comconsultant with Byte Angels. It reminded me of the
puter maintenance person in, which was quite
holy cards I had once been given way back when I
hurtful given that I consider myself a fairly decent
was a child at the local Catholic school I went to for
repairer of computers. I asked him if he wanted me
to have a go at the job. He thanked me, declined my a time. We were usually given these cards as rewards for good work or whatever. This card that
offer, and said that he wanted what were clearly
Faith had given me made me feel like I had done
more deep-seated problems ironed out once and
something right and that good things were going to
for all. He said he didn’t want to call the firm we
happen, and perhaps that something important
usually had because all hell had broken loose last
would be revealed. Maybe a miracle.
time they were used and the whole office network
We talked as she unscrewed various panels on the
shut down for half a day while several IT maintecomputer. There were the usual conversational topnance workers tore round like mad devils trying to
ics; work, the weather, COVID 19 numbers and then,
sort out the problems. By some miracle, they mansurprisingly, she asked me if I believed in God. I told
aged to fix everything which had worked well up
her my name was Thomas and that I’d always been
until today.
a doubter. She thought that was funny and then
I found an interesting sounding IT firm online
called Byte Angels. The firm had reasonable reviews, asked me whether I thought I might ever change my
mind about my agnostic stance. I was almost going
so the boss gave the OK to call them, which I did,
to say that it was really my
and yes, they were available to
business and mine alone and
come on site today. Hallelujah! It
that she could try to convince
all seemed, and indeed, was so
She told me I could be saved,
me all she liked that God existeasy.
that redemption was mine and the
ed, but I still doubted that my
The young woman from Byte
gates of heaven open to me
for eternity...
views would change as I
Angels who announced herself at
seemed to doubt most things
the reception desk was, to be
in my life, except for science,
blunt, heaven sent. She was inof course, which seemed to me to be incontestable.
credibly beautiful to look at. You know how you get
Then I realised that saying that may have ended the
one tree in the forest that just stands out from all
conversation and I would have to leave her and rethe others. It might be the shape, the colour of its
leaves, its bark, its proportions, or it could be a com- turn to my boring desk to get on with the day’s
work. So, I remained quiet and let her prattle on
bination of all of these things, but it’s completely
even though I was still finding her beauty so dismesmerizing in its beauty. The woman from Byte
tracting that I could barely take in what she was sayAngels, whose name was Faith Proven, was just
ing.
such a stunner. It was hard to look away from her.
Faith went on preaching the Christian view that no
She made me think of just how mysterious and elumatter what the situation in our lives or someone
sive real beauty is. Glowing, beatific, enigmatic, ceelse’s, that the Lord is working on it, that she was,
lestial. So many descriptors come to mind.
Faith handed me her business card which I took as even right down to her very name, a living embodiI greeted her and led her through to the mainframe ment that God existed and was the creator of all
things past and present, all people, all time. She told
computer. When I glanced at it, I stopped dead in
me I could be saved, that redemption was mine and
my tracks. Was this an epiphany? The card seemed
the gates of heaven open to me for eternity if I
to give off a diffuse light and had a stunning gold
atoned for my sins and accepted the Lord into my
halo shape behind the image of the woman who
had handed it to me and who was now, miraculous- life. She told me I owed it to myself, that my debt
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for transgressions would be wiped if I could just
jump off the agnostics’ fence and land in the paradise that belief in God can offer. Redemption, heaven, and eternal life could be mine. All this was
offered while she tinkered with a motherboard, the
logic board from the very guts of the computer.
I let her sermonize for a while and considered
more deeply why I found belief in God tricky. Was it
my early years when being introduced to the concept of God, belief, sin, forgiveness and so forth? I
remembered as a boy kneeling in the confessional
waiting for the shadowy priest to slide open the
panel and begin hearing my sins. In my innocence, I
thought of admitting to him that I didn’t think I had
any sins, that I just couldn’t think of any that week. I
imagined my soul as a floating, white, football
shaped thing inside my body. If I had sins it would
turn grey, then gradually blacken with the stains of
my misdeeds. That week it was white. My Sherrin
soul had no sins blemishing it and was pure and
clean that day. I thought the better of telling the
priest this and just made up my sins; I was rude to

my sister, I swore, I didn’t hand in the five-cent
piece I’d found in the playground. I knew if I had
admitted I thought I had no sin, and that I had been
making up my transgressions, I would just get the
usual line of everybody being born with sin, and
that life was all about atoning for this. When I was a
bit older I realised what a wretched idea this is.
Faith declared she was finished. For a minute I
couldn’t work out whether she was talking about
her sermon or the computer repairs. Of course it
was the computer job. For a milli-second I thought
of asking this physically beautiful creature out for a
drink, but then I saw her as a sort of reverse temptress in a strange facsimile of Eden where she was
enticing me, Eve-like, not to commit original sin, but
to accept its existence and that of God. I could be
saved if only I had faith. It was all too complicated,
both Faith and faith. I just thanked her for her work
and asked her to send in the invoice.
Later that day all the computers crashed.

Icebergs

Diane Kolomeitz

Midst the winter sounds of the southern seas,
Where wide skies frown and the wild wind whips,
And the sea is grimacing, grey with freeze,
In waves that pound and toss the ships,
A bobbing assortment of ice-crusted moulds
Are tossed and turned in the Arctic cold.

These old men swim, as they always do,
Braving the tides in all kinds of weather.
Then they flail on the sand, the water like dew
On their grease-coated bodies, their skin like leather,
With a sheen, like seals, washed up from the deep,
As up through the seaweed they wobble and creep.
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Faith
Jenny Macaulay
She followed Grandad home one day

A tag attached to fraying rope

Just loped along behind

And tied around her throat

She may have known the old man still

Had FAITH scratched in the tin – a name

Had Grandma on his mind.

A non-professional wrote.

From the laundry window

Now FAITH and Grandad are a pair

I can see my grandad’s shack

She sticks to him like glue

A humble little bungalow

Encourages him to live – which was

He lives in out the back.

Much more than we could do.

He’s been there now a month or so

His pub mates said to change her name

Moved in when Grandma died

To Brandy, Sherry-Wine

We couldn’t raise his spirits though

To Foster, Whisky, Gin, Champagne

No matter how we tried.

But Pop said, ‘FAITH’s just fine.’

It took a matted, mongrel dog

And so she is, and though she doesn’t

Whose home we couldn’t trace

Let the family near

To crack a hint of smile upon

We all have faith in FAITH as Grandad

His gaunt, grey whiskered face.

Sits and sips his beer.

Illustration: Detail from Norman Rockwell’s ‘Homecoming’
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